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OTTAWA 	SepteMber 30th,  1943. 

'REPORT 

of the 

ORE DRESSING  AND METALLURGICAL LABORATORMS. 

Investigation No, 1509. 

Examination of Anti-Tank No. 3 Mine Fuze Magazines. 

Origin  of  Problem  and  Object  of investiization: 

In naterials Division Analysis Requisition No, 

0 0 T 0  3443, dated April 12th, 1 ,.?43 0  the inspector General, 

Inspection Board of the United Kingdom and Canada, Ottawa, 

Ontario, requested the examination • cf  some Anti-Tank No, 3 

Mine Fuze mauazines, Accompanying this requisition was a 

copy of a memorandum, dated April 9th, File No  12/4/3, from 

J. W, Jolly, Inspector of Fuzes, to H. R. Scotland, Inspector 

of  Materials, regarding this material, 

It was stated that these cups were drawn from 

commercially  pure zinc  sheet by the Burgess Battery Company. 

Trouble was experienced With  soma of them When the cups were 

cannelured to the  fuze body,  due  to cracking, The ranufactur-

inc firm sutrosted that these failures might be due to inter-

crystalline growth.. Defective cups ara easily detected by a 

distinct crackling noise emitted When squeezed in the hand. 

It WaS thought that this condition was caused either by 

overstressing ia the drawing or by overheating of the material, 

It was requested that an investigation be carried 

out to determine the cause of the erratic behaviour of the 
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(Ortlin of Problem and Object of Investigetion, contld) 

submitted zinc cups  and tnat an opinion be given as to Whether 

cracking  of prcperly made cups could be expected when subjectel 

to temperatures up to 160 0  F, 

Upon receipt  of  this material at these Laboratories 

and  after  a preliminary visual examination, it was felt that 

an  accurate opinion on causes of the trouble could be given 

only when  the complete details of the  manufacturing process 

were known, 3uch information was thereupon requested, through 

officials  of  the  Inspection Board of the  United Kingdom and 

Canada,  but  apparently was unobtainable,  as  none  hes  been 

received, However, rather than wait longer and thus further 

delay  the report of the investigetion, a general opinion is 

now advanced, 

Description  or_19ram: 

Seven supposedly defective  zinc  cups were  eubmitted 

on  April 14th,  194;5 0  Three additional zinc cups, referred  to 

as "good", were received  on April 26.;:s, 

Later, a sample of commercially pure zinc sheet from 

which cups are made was obtained, 

Chemical  Anal   31s:  

Chemical analysis was carried out on a 'defective" 

) 

zinc cup, 

Spectrogrhic 	 (quantitative  only)  - 

Major constituent: 	Zn„ 

Minor constituents: 

Traces 	-  Pb,  Ti s, Cu, 
Faint traces - Fe,  Ag, 
Nil 	 - Cd, Al,  Sn, 

(b) vdet  Analysis: 

Lead 	 - 0,09  per  cent, 
Copper,  Titanium 	- None  detected, 



Tenaile tests were carried out on specimens  cut  out 

Rolling 
Direction 

Longitudinal 

Traasverse 
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Lechanical  Prooertias: 

in two directions from the zinc sheet. The following results 

were obtained: 
Ultimate 	Elongation 

Yield 	tensile 	in 
strength, 	strength, 	2  inchos e  

___-_2.2.121.1.-_- 	_10 8 	LEIE_MPt 
- Approx.  11,000 	18e 800 	55 

APProx.  17,000 	24,000 	41,3 
menalICIC. 

Metallorr_urlIc 'LÏ,xamination: 

Four samples e Amochosen  rrxn the supposedly  defect;.ve 

and  two from the "good" zinc cups, yere etched in hydrochloric 

acid to reveal the macrostructure of the alloy, 

Flow lines of the material, visible on the walls of 

the examined cups, were normal, .The grain size shown  in the 

 "bad" samples was very distinctly coarser than in the  "good" 

samples. 

Microscopic examination was carried out on cross - 

"good" sections of  the  sheet and  from both and "bad" cups. 

Figure  1  shows the difference in the size and shape 

of the microstructures. 

ligure  1. 

X30, etched in a  solution of 200 grams pure 
Cr03 and 15  crama  NaSO4 in 1000 cc, H20. 

TOP: 
MIDDLE: 
BOTTOM: 

:SdEET, 
"DEFECTIVE" CUP, 
"GOOD" CUP. 
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(Meta11o,5.aphic ;Ixamination„ cont%d) 

Figures 2 to 

magnification.  

4  show these microstructtires in  higher 

Flrure O n  
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X250, etched.. 

SECTION OF  ZINC SHEET, 
(Average  grain diameter at 

X75$  approx.  0.0010  mmo ) 
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X2509  etched,.  

Elgure  3, 
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X250,  etched.. 

SECTION OF  1 GooLe  ZINC CUP, 
(Average  grain diameter  at 

X75$  approx.  0.010 mm.) 
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X250,  etched,. 

SECTIONS  OF "DEFECTIVEn ZINC CUP, 

«MP 

d 15' grams Etched in  a  solution of 200 grams  pure Cr0 
NaS0e in 1000 cc, 1L20, 
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Diecession De Result: 	 • 

Speetrographic examination and chemical analysis 

show that the zinc sheet used for the manufecturcaof the 

submitted zinc cups was made from commercially pure zinc of 

good quality, Nô  harmful amounts of impurities wore found, 

Mechanical tests and microacopic xarTInotion of  the 

zinc sheet shcw normally expected properties and 

small grain size, The higher value of the tensile strength 

on the transverse specimen ("across grain")e:: compared efit'a  the 

lonieitudinal specimen ("with,the grain") is noreaal for zinc. 

Macrcscopic and microscopic examination of the zinc 

cups revsal g  ln the "good cur, large, equiexed grains,  The 

supposedly defective cups show extremely coarse grain and 

directionality. 

Since no exact data un the manufacturing  prorlees 

of the  zinc cupà ware evailable g  the following remarks, of 

general value, on the bellaviour of zinc in deep-drawing 

operations have been extracted from the literature: 

J, D.  Jevone ''Tho MetallmLL of Deeg Drawila  pied.  Itulman 
LEM-a - 1'941; pp. 00751M 

"The peculiar and interesting mechanical properties 
of  zinc when deformed pleeeically are  utually attributed 
to  the tact  tnat its space lattice is of the hexagonal 
type, 'Because of this, the planes upon which slip can 
occur within its crystals are fewer thal fer most of the 
other Industrial metals and this may explain  in part why 
its rate of work-hardenIng 13 30 low  ami  viby a  zine shell 
is unusually liable to break under press tools by local-
ised 'neckini; 1  instead of extending unifornly," 

9 0  the question arises as to vhy  so much  trouble 
is experienced when these operations are  attempted by 
those  enfamiliar with the  peculiarities of the metal„ 
The answer  Is  two-fold,  nrst,  the ductility of zinc 
varies very  ereatly  with temperature to a  ïultximum.at 
about  150° 	with, however, some decre.ase of tenacity, 
For this  reaeon it is usually necessary tc deep draw 
and press  thie  metal at a raised temperature, SecondlYe 
the temperature of recrystallieation of zinc is so low 
that  annealn1 usually occurs spontaneously soon after-- 
if not actunlly during--press  operations owing to  the  . 
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(Discussion rer Results, contld) 

rise in temperature which Uhese operattens eroduee tn 
the mettl, For this reason  an undesiraely large errsta:, 
size ie attained very readily; once attiinel, it crraiot 
te refired »  wad j. t  will be appreciated ehat sheet ree . 

 partly-ecrmed nhapes ara  vary easily trensformed into 
ecrap metal. 

'Teo specially-prevalent defects need to be watched 
for whale zinc sheet destined for deep drawing or pressing 
is purcLased too large  a  crystal size end, secondlf„ vury 
pronounced direetionality. In zinc of erdiaary quelit »  
too sma:1 a  crystal size wIll en,3ender  Lw ductilit :  
cause  the  metal to break  in  the prose: tn either orj.inery 
or spee.allyeheazed varietlee .  of zinc tee, large a  crystal 
size wli.. engender low tenacity which w1.11 also cause the 
metal to break or e  if lt  de e  not actually break, to 
acquire  a very rou:h  ierane-peer zurfe.ee. 'Direetione 
alit» es sometimes so marked that a roend shell tends  to 
become eistorted and the  height cf  the 'earsq may  te  so 
great tat s, usine;  blanàs  cf normal eize, the intervening 
troughs will extend below the line to leeleh the top of 
the she:.1 is trimmed»  thus spoiling the product. 1,'or 
ehie  reeson thorough testing of  purchased sheet is always 
advisabe. e  

9 0 s In view  of the  peculiarities Irdieated 	e  , 
the foliowing three essential conditions  must be oserved: 

(1)  The sbeet  must be of  hieh purity,  sui  as he 
well-lalown 99.'39  per cent  variety »  arc must have  a seite  . 
able erystal size which will depend ce. the nature of 
the a;ticle and operation but ehould never be  more ttan 
0. 05  :1m.  adjudged •averea.e grain size' 

;2)  The sheet  must be deep drawn  or  pressed waem. 
The  temperature »  which may be somewhat eritieal »  
vary little aecordinG to  the nature of the operatien, 
the seeed cf the draw and other factors »  but wir. 
generelly lie between 25°  and  50ee  C. 

Bleeks  may be heated conveniently la  a bath coetaining 
water or dilute  , sudsleczol 	warmiag over  a het-p:Atte 
or in an indifferentlyecontrolled air-oven ii .Lust Le 
stronely deprecated because it is  impossible  to  Yeat 
blankei to exactly  the  desired temperet.ure  in thie wae  • 

rfLe  critical  nature of the tamperature tO WhiCh blenks 
must  o  heated is well illustrated by the produceion  of 
a the. 1  (shown  in the book). If the ::lanks havileg a 
sacisractory  crystal size are heated eo 2 0  to 30' C., 
they Lreak  in the press  owing to Insu2fieient duetility 
if tir-ly are  heated to 30 to e7e C. »  the  ehell cue be 
formeL  satisfactorily; when they are heated to e .  tc 50°  C„ 
the eeystals zrow to such e  large  sire dmring the  spcntan-
eous ennealinr which occurs te  a  1- esult cf  the frst draw 
ttut 	occure durin3  the second  draw. Theee  values 
are -t•) be rearded merely  es illuetretive;  other values 
maj oettin  under different conditf.ons. 

(3; The temParature  of  the toole ralst  be kept ]easenably 
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(Discussion of Results, contld) 

constant in order to &veld dangerously large variation 
In the grain size of the finiahed product. Using zinc 
blanks  of initially eatisfactory  crystal size and heated 
to a constant  temperature  it  will  be found that, as the 
tools get hotter and hotter during  a prolonged run, the 
cryetal size of the product may increase to a moat 
undesirably large value. This defect can be minimise 
to some extent by warming the toole  artificially before 
a run is started and by warming blanks to  the temperature 
found suitable for continued production; and, sometimes, 
by judicious cooling of the tools during  action." 

Other important factors are: tools  (radius of drawing 
dies eeclearance„ friction due to improper surface conditions 
of the tools, etc.) and lubricants. 

0  o 0  Annealine.  A peculiarity in the manipulation 
of zinc is that no annealing is necessary, because the pure 
metal recrystallizes readily-eand sometimes elmost instan-
taneously--at the temperature attained during most  press 
operations. Indeed, es has been  pointed out already, one 
of the main probleme encountered in the pressing of zinc is 
how to keep crystal growth within safe  limits when blanks • 

are warmed to the temperature neceSsary to ensure good 
behaviour under the press. 

"Crystal growth may continue to  take place for some 
time  after the metal leaves the tools if  cold-worked  articles  
are  allowed to cool down in air, Por this  reasone  when  an 
article  has to  be  anaped in more than  one stage, it is the 
practice in some shops s to make a point  of carrying out 
successive operations as quickly as possible and not allowine 
partielly-drawn eeapes to stand about for more than a few 
minutes." 

CONCLUSIOES:  

The failure of some of the zinc cups Is due  to extremely 

coarse  grain and directionality of the material, cauaed probably 

by improper processing  conditions (e.g., ununiform heatine before 

deep-draeing, heatingeup of tools, unsuitable temperature  in the 

lacquerine process e  etc.). However, in the abeence of  any definite 

information  on manufacturing procedures it is impossible to state 

definitely the  cause of the trouble. 
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